STEP INTO WORK

UC SLIP-RESISTANT FOOTWEAR PROGRAM

WORK BOOTS

BRIDGETOWN AT
Leather Upper
78029 Men’s | Black
Medium 4½–11½, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
Wide 8-11 1/2, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
Women’s sizing: Place order using men’s sizing. Order 1½ sizes smaller than your normal shoe size.

CADE Soft Toe
67718 Men’s | Black
Medium 7-11½, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
Wide 8-11½, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
Steel Toe
79333 Men’s | Black
Medium 4½–11½, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
Wide 8-11½, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
79333 Women’s | Black
Women’s sizing (Medium only): Place order using men’s sizes. Order 1½ sizes smaller than your normal shoe size.

ELEVATE 81 ST ESD PR
Leather Upper
70482 Men’s | Black
Medium 4½, 5½, 6½, 7½, 8, 9, 10, 10½, 11½, 12, 13
Women’s sizing: Place order using men’s sizing. Order 1½ sizes smaller than your normal shoe size.

ADVANCE 81 ST ESD PR
Leather Upper
71056 Men’s | Black
Medium 4½, 5½, 6½, 7½, 8, 9, 10, 10½, 11½, 12, 13
Women’s sizing: Place order using men’s sizing. Order 1½ sizes smaller than your normal shoe size.

ROSWAN
Soft Toe
60435 Men’s | Black
Medium 7–11½, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
Wide 8–11½, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
Steel Toe
72280 Men’s | Black
Medium 7–11½, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
Wide 8–11½, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16

PLASMA SLIP-ON AT
Leather Upper
76528 Men’s | Black
Medium 5–11½, 12, 13, 14
Women’s sizing: Place order using men’s sizing. Order 1½ sizes smaller than your normal shoe size.
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BURREN CT
Leather Upper
76147 Men’s | Black
Medium 6½–11½, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
Women's sizing:  Place order using men's sizing. Order 1½ sizes smaller than your normal shoe size.

DEFENDER MID NCT
Leather/Textile Upper
3629 Men’s | Black
Medium 6½–11½, 12, 13, 14, 15
Women's sizing: Place order using men's sizing. Order 1½ sizes smaller than your normal shoe size.

DOLCE 81 ST ESD PR
Leather Upper
76236 Men’s | Black
Medium 6½, 7½, 8, 9, 10, 10½, 11½, 12, 13, 14
Women's sizing: Place order using men's sizing. Order 1½ sizes smaller than your normal shoe size.

EXPLORER ST
Leather Upper
76525 Men’s | Black
Medium 7–11½, 12, 13, 14

FIREFRONT CT
Leather Upper
73081 Men’s | Black
Medium 7–11½, 12, 13, 14

GAUCHO ST
Leather Upper
72164 Men’s | Black
Medium 7–11½, 12, 13

GLACIER ST
Leather Upper
74063 Men’s | Brown
Medium 7–11½, 12, 13, 14, 15

HALOGEN AT
Leather Upper
77366 Men’s | Black
Medium 8–11½, 12, 13, 14

HEATHER II NCT
Knit Upper
72205 Women’s | Black
Medium 5-10.11
Wide 5-10, 11

IMPERIAL AT
Leather Upper
76362 Men’s | Black
Medium 4½–11½, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
Women’s sizing: Place order using men's sizing. Order 1½ sizes smaller than your normal shoe size.

MAMMOTH IV CT
Leather Upper
72105 Men’s | Brown
Medium 4½–11½, 12, 13, 14
Wide 8–11½, 12, 13, 14
For size 15 & 16, see: Mammot III style 72649
Women’s sizing: Place order using men's sizing. Order 1½ sizes smaller than your normal shoe size.

NEWTON AT
Synthetic/Mesh Upper
22126 Men’s | Black
Medium 7–8½, 11½, 12, 13, 14
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PISTON MID WP AT
Leather Upper
78890 Men’s | Black
Medium 3–11½, 12, 13, 14, 15
Wide 7–11½, 12, 13, 14, 15

BADLANDS HIKER NCT
Leather Upper
76745 Men’s | Black
Medium 7½–11½, 12, 13, 14, 15
Wide 7½–11½, 12, 13, 14, 15

RED ROCK 6” CT WP
Leather Upper
77282 Men’s | Black
Medium 4½–11½, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
Wide 4½–11½, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
Extra-Wide 8-12½, 13, 14, 15, 16
Women’s sizing: Place order using men’s sizing.
Order ½ sizes smaller than your normal shoe size.

TBD II NCT
Knit Upper
72209 Men’s | Black
Medium 7–11½, 12, 13, 14
Wide 7–11½, 12

SYRACUSE FLEX MOC
Leather Upper
62470 Men’s | Brown
Medium 7, 8–11½, 12, 13, 14
Order ½ size smaller

ROCHESTER FLEX NCT
Leather Upper
72471 Women’s | Brown
Medium 5–9½, 10, 11
Order ½ size smaller

ALBANY FLEX
Nano Composite Toe
Leather Upper
72473 Men’s | Brown
Medium 5–9½, 10, 11
Order ½ size smaller

ALBANY FLEX NCT
Leather Upper
72475 Men’s | Brown
Medium 7, 8–11½, 12, 13, 14
Order ½ size smaller

ACE ARROW™ 6” NCT WP
Leather Upper
72200 Men’s | Black
Medium 7–11½, 12, 13, 14, 15

ROAN MOUNTAIN 8”
NCT WP Insulated
Leather Upper
72413 Men’s | Brown
Medium 7–11½, 12, 13, 14
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WAGGONER SLIP ON WP NCT
Leather Upper
72105 Men’s | Brown
Medium 7–11½, 12, 13, 14
72105WW Wide 7–11½, 12, 13, 14
Women’s sizing: Place order using men’s sizing. Order 1½ sizes smaller than your normal shoe size.

WAGGONER SLIP ON WP
Leather Upper
62402 Men’s | Brown
Medium 7–11½, 12, 13, 14
62402WW Wide 7–11½, 12, 13, 14
Women’s sizing: Place order using men’s sizing. Order 1½ sizes smaller than your normal shoe size.

ACE ARROW™ 6 INCH 4SG™
Leather Upper
62314 Men’s | Brown
Medium 7–11½, 12, 13, 14

PUMA® SAFETY
FRONTSIDE ESD COMPOSITE TOE
Leather Upper
72501 Men’s | Black/Red
Medium 7–11½, 12, 13, 14, 15
72502 Women’s | Black/Red
Medium 7–11½, 12, 13, 14, 15

NEW
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